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Oral Fluids
Abstract
An inexpensive, hand-held, point-of-care, disposable, self-contained immunoassay cassette comprised of
air pouches for pumping, a metering chamber, reagents storage chambers, a mixer, and a lateral flow strip
was designed, constructed, and tested. The assay was carried out in a consecutive flow format. The
detection was facilitated with up-converting phosphor (UCP) reporter particles. The automated, timely
pumping of the various reagents was driven by a spring-loaded timer. The utility of the cassette was
demonstrated by detecting antibodies to HIV in saliva samples and further evaluated with a
noncontagious, haptenized DNA assay. The cassette has several advantages over dip sticks such as
sample preprocessing, integrated storage of reagents, and automated operation that reduces operator
errors and training. The cassette and actuator described herein can readily be extended to detect
biomarkers of other diseases in body fluids and other fluids at the point of care. The system is particularly
suitable for resource-poor countries, where funds and trained personnel are in short supply.
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An inexpensive, hand-held, point-of-care, disposable, self-contained immunoassay cassette comprised
of air pouches for pumping, a metering chamber, reagents storage chambers, a mixer, and a lateral flow
strip was designed, constructed, and tested. The assay was carried out in a consecutive flow format. The
detection was facilitated with up-converting phosphor (UCP) reporter particles. The automated, timely
pumping of the various reagents was driven by a spring-loaded timer. The utility of the cassette was
demonstrated by detecting antibodies to HIV in saliva samples and further evaluated with a noncontagious, haptenized DNA assay. The cassette has several advantages over dip sticks such as sample
preprocessing, integrated storage of reagents, and automated operation that reduces operator errors
and training. The cassette and actuator described herein can readily be extended to detect biomarkers of
other diseases in body fluids and other fluids at the point of care. The system is particularly suitable for
resource-poor countries, where funds and trained personnel are in short supply.

1. Introduction
Over the last decade, there has been a growing interest in integrated, portable, disposable microfluidic systems for point of
care (POC) tests.1–4 These systems provide relatively fast diagnostics, automation that facilitates use by minimally trained
personnel, relatively low cost, and the ability to operate in
regions where sophisticated laboratory facilities are lacking.
However, most available devices are neither self-contained nor
automated, and they require external supply of reagents and
substantial support equipment. External supply of reagents may
not be desirable as it is susceptible to both operator error and
contamination. On-board storage of reagents also minimizes the
need for pumps and hydraulic connections. The incorporation of
reagents into microfluidic chip systems dramatically simplifies
operation.5
Immunoassay is one of the most commonly used formats in
microfluidic diagnostic chips.6–15 Lateral flow (LF)-immunoassay
or immunochromatography provides a rapid, low cost technique
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for the identification of analytes and pathogens at the point of
care and home use.16–19 In most cases, however, LF assays are
used as stand-alone devices without any significant sample preprocessing. The capabilities of the LF assay can be greatly
enhanced by integration with upstream sample pretreatments
such as sample metering and online mixing as well as on-board
reagent storage and automated, controlled operation.
More recently, developments in nanotechnology have led to
several novel, particle-based, quantitative, high sensitivity
bioassays.20,21 One such technology utilizes ‘‘up-converting’’
phosphor (UCP) particles that exhibit anti-Stokes shift by
converting low-energy, infrared (IR) excitation (980 nm) to
high-energy phosphorescence emission in the visible spectrum.22
The advantages of UCP reporters, compared to other fluorescent
labels, include high sensitivity, no background autofluorescence,
long shelf life, and a permanent fade-resistant record.23 Several
different bioassays that demonstrate the usefulness of UCP
reporters have been demonstrated over the last few years.24–29
Throughout the last decade, research on using oral fluid as
a diagnostic fluid has increased dramatically due to correlations
between blood and salivary analyte levels.30–34 Thus, saliva
testing is not only a means to monitor oral health, but is now
viewed as a potential window into the overall systemic health of
an individual. The primary benefits of saliva-based tests include
safer, easier, more acceptable, noninvasive sample collection and
lower cost.35–38 Saliva tests also have advantages over urine tests
as they are less susceptible to tampering and do not require
special facilities.
Most current microfluidic platforms require external power
sources such as high-voltage power supplies for electrokinetic
flow,39,40 pressure sources such as syringe pumps,41–47 and
a mechanical rotator for centrifugation-induced flow,48 which
results in increased size and expense, and restricts their use to
centralized laboratories.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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For point of care and on-site clinical diagnosis and environmental monitoring, hand-held devices for fluid handling are
highly desirable. One of the challenges with such devices is the
timely delivery of reagents during multiple-step reactions. For
example, in a common sandwich immunoassay, three to six
reaction and wash steps are needed in a predetermined sequence
and timing. Researchers have adopted various methods to
facilitate timely supply of reagents. Morier et al.49 utilized
gravity-induced flow for enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA). Hosokawa et al.50 reported a power-free immunoassay
microchip, in which the reagents were sequentially released into
microchannels with air-evacuated poly(dimethylsiloxane)
chambers and capillary forces. Liu et al.51 integrated electrochemical pumps into their microfluidic chip for DNA analysis.
In this work, a disposable, low cost, self-contained, polycarbonate microfluidic cassette integrating air pouches, a metering chamber, reagent storage, conduits, a stirrer, and a lateral
flow strip was constructed. An easy-to-use hand-held, springdriven, timer-actuator actuated the air pouches to move the
sample, buffers, and reagents. The utility of this device was tested
by detecting samples containing antibodies to HIV and tagged
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplicon.

2. The immunoassay processing system
The processing system consists of a disposable, single use cassette
and a low cost timer-actuator. The cassette houses the various
reagents and the nitrocellulose detection strip. The timer-actuator provides mechanical actuation to move fluids through the
cassette. There is no exchange of fluids between the timer-actuator and the cassette. In the embodiment described here, the
timer-actuator can operate sequentially with multiple cassettes.
Since the timer-actuator is relatively inexpensive, one can envision an alternative embodiment of the cassette being integrated
with the timer-actuator to form a single use, disposable system.
The cassette
The cassette has two states: a ‘‘storage state’’ in which the reagent
compartments are sealed and an ‘‘activated state’’ in which the
reagent compartments are connected to the various conduits. To
activate the cassette, a sealing foil is removed and replaced with
an attached cover film that contains connecting conduits. The
cover film is permanently affixed to the cassette to guarantee
proper alignment of the connecting conduits with the vias in the
cassette.
The cassette is depicted schematically in Fig. 1. Fig. 1A, 1B,
and 1C are, respectively, a top view of the cassette; cross-section
along the width of the cassette in its storage (pre-activation)
state; and the cross-sections (shown in 1A) along the length of the
cassette prior (top) and after (bottom) the cassette activation.
Fig. 2 is a photograph of the assembled cassette in its actuated
mode. In Fig. 2, the various storage chambers are shown filled
with dyes for better visibility.
The body of the cassette consists of a 94 mm long  59 mm
wide, 5.84 mm thick polycarbonate (PC) sheet (Fig. 1A). To
fabricate prototypes, we used a computer-controlled (CNC)
milling machine (HAAS Automation Inc., Oxnard, CA). In
quantity production, the cassettes will be formed with injection
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

molding. The top surface of the PC contains wells for the air
pouches (denoted P1–P4 in Fig. 1A), access ports for the vertical
vias, and the lateral flow strip chamber (see ESI, Fig. S1A†). The
bottom surface of the polycarbonate sheet contains the air and
liquid conduits (Fig. 1B and 1C), the sample metering chamber
(S1), the reagent storage chambers (S2–S4), and the zigzag mixing
channel (see ESI, Fig. S1B†). The conduits have square crosssections with widths and depths ranging from 250 mm to 500 mm,
and the storage chambers have vaulting cross-sections with
1.6 mm widths and 1.6 mm depths. The chambers formed in the
bottom layer are connected to the top surface with 500 mm
diameter vertical vias. The conduits in the bottom layer are
capped with a 120 mm thick polycarbonate film (Fig. 1B and 1C)
that is thermally bonded to the polycarbonate sheet. The air
pouch wells (P1–P4) are capped with a 100 mm thick, flexible,
natural latex rubber film (McMaster-Carr, New Brunswick, NJ)
that is attached to the polycarbonate with the aid of double-sided
adhesive tape (McMaster-Carr, New Brunswick, NJ).
During storage (Fig. 1B and 1C, top), all the chambers, with
the exception of the metering chamber, are hermetically sealed
with the sealing film located on the top surface of the polycarbonate sheet. The sealing film allows sample introduction into
the metering chamber (S1) and the flow of excess sample into the
waste chamber (Fig. 1C). The waste chamber is located within
the sealing layer. Chambers S2, S3, and S4 store the various
reagents needed to carry out the immunoassay and are pre-filled
during the cassette manufacturing phase. Chamber S2 is the
lateral flow buffer storage chamber. Chamber S3 is the wash
solution storage chamber. Chamber S4 is the labels solution
storage chamber.
Subsequent to the sample introduction, the sealing layer is
peeled off and replaced with a connecting cover film (Fig. 1C,
bottom). The connecting cover film is made of polymer film in
which conduits have been machined with a CO2 laser. The
flexible connecting cover is permanently attached to the PC
cassette to assure appropriate alignment of the connecting
conduits with the various openings. Once attached to the double
sided tape affixed to the polycarbonate sheet, the conduits in the
cover film form connections between the air conduit ends and
the chamber inlets and between the chambers’ exits and the
downstream conduits leading to the lateral flow strip.
The cassette consists of four functional regions: (i) the
pumping region containing the air pouches, (ii) the storage and
metering chambers region, (iii) the stirrer, and (iv) the immunochromatography zone, which includes the lateral flow strip.
The sample is processed following the consecutive flow
protocol, which was developed for the multiplex detection of
antibodies to infectious diseases such as HIV, HCV, and TB with
an antibody-generic reporter label.52 After the sample is loaded
onto the cassette, pouches P1 and P2 are compressed simultaneously by the actuator. The air from pouches P1 and P2 displace,
respectively, the sample and the lateral flow buffer into the zigzag
channel, where the sample mixes with the lateral flow buffer.
Subsequently, the sample–buffer blend is discharged onto the
lateral flow strip’s sample pad. The liquids migrate up the strip by
capillary forces. The strip includes test zones with immobilized
ligands that bind specifically to the target analytes in the sample
and a control zone that binds the labels that were not captured in
the test zone.
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 768–776 | 769
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Fig. 1 A schematic depiction of the polycarbonate fluidic chip consisting of air pouches (P1–P4), a metering chamber (S1), reagents storage chambers
(S2–S4), a zigzag mixer, and a lateral flow (LF) strip. (A) top view; (B) cross-section along the width of the cassette in its storage (pre-activation) state; (C)
cross-sections along the length of the cassette prior (top) and after (bottom) the cassette activation.

After a predetermined time interval (2 min), pouch P3 is
compressed to discharge the wash solution onto the sample pad
to remove any unbound analytes. Two minutes later, pouch P4 is
compressed to discharge the buffer containing the functionalized
UCP reporter particles onto the sample pad. Although for the
studies reported herein up-converting phosphor particles were
employed as the reporter particles, the cassette can utilize any
other functionalized labels such as gold particles (which facilitate
visual detection), quantum dots, and fluorophores.
The timer-actuator

Fig. 2 A photograph of the assembled immunoassay cassette that
consists of latex rubber film, flexible polymer film with connecting
conduits, double-sided tape, lateral flow strip, stored reagents, and
sample. For better visibility, the various storage chambers are filled with
dyes (blue ¼ sample; red ¼ LF buffer; orange ¼ UCP reporter buffer).

770 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 768–776

Fig. 3 and 4 show a photograph and a three-dimensional
exploded view of the actuation mechanism. The actuation
mechanism consists of a dial, an actuating disc, a ball-holding
plate (cage), a cassette socket, cassette platform, and a springdriven actuator-timer with a 15 min time span (McMaster-Carr,
New Brunswick, NJ). The rotating actuating disc, with two
triangular protrusions of 5 mm length  6 mm width  3.7 mm
height positioned 82.28 apart, is fixed to the rotating shaft
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Once the cassette has been inserted into the docking chamber,
the timer rotates the actuating disk with the protrusions.
Initially, both protrusions press simultaneously on pouches P1
and P2 (Fig. 1A and ESI, Fig. S4B†) to facilitate the concurrent
flow of the sample (S1) and buffer (S2) into the zigzag mixer.
Subsequently, after a predetermined time interval (2 min), one of
the protrusions actuates pouch P3 and 2 min later pouch P4.
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3. Stirrer

Fig. 3 A photograph of the hand-held, timer-based actuator.

Fig. 4 An exploded view of the actuating mechanism of the timer-based
actuator. After the knob is turned clockwise to a preset position and the
timer is set, the self-contained immunoassay cassette is inserted into the
cassette bay of the actuator and the actuating disc rotates counterclockwise. The protrusions of the rotating disc deform the flexible films of
the air pouches and discharge the air to displace the sample and various
reagents in a timely fashion.

(ESI, Fig. S2†). The actuating protrusions on the disc rotate
with the shaft and press the caged balls (ESI, Fig. S3†) at
predetermined times. The ball-holding plate has four 9.6 mm
diameter holes in which four actuating plastic balls with diameters of 9.5 mm were caged. By adjusting the inclination angles of
the protrusions, one can adjust the flow rates of the reagents.
Once the air pouch has been compressed, the air displaces
the liquid from the storage compartment and forces it to flow
downstream.
Subsequent to the sample loading, the timer is initialized (by
positioning the timer’s knob at a prescribed position) and the
cassette is docked in the timer-actuator so that it is aligned with
the air pouches beneath the actuating balls (Fig. 4 and ESI,
Fig. S4†). The LF immunoassay protocol requires moving
sample volumes of 10 mL and a LF buffer of 40 mL. To accommodate these different volumes, the system utilizes different size
air pouches for the sample and the lateral flow buffer.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

Since turbulent flows are difficult to generate in microfluidic
systems with conduit sizes on the order of hundreds of
micrometers, it is necessary to induce secondary flows to enhance
mixing. In current microfluidic devices, passive mixers, which
take advantage of the microchannels’ geometry, are often used
due to their ease of integration.53–55 Here, we rely on a zigzag
channel mixer, in which the sample and lateral flow buffer flow
concurrently. In addition to providing a long path to accommodate the diffusion process, the bends in the conduit induce
secondary flows that enhance mixing.
To evaluate the stirrer’s performance, rhodamine 123 fluorescence dye in LF buffer solution was used to mimic the sample.
A fluorescence microscope was used to record the mixing
process. Fig. 5A shows the fluorescence images and the fluorescent relative intensity as functions of position along the conduit’s
width at the inlet (I) and exit (II) regions. At the inlet, the dye
occupies only part of the conduit’s width and the two solutions
are well separated with a nearly sharp interface. In contrast, at
the exit (II) the dye is spread nearly evenly across the conduit’s
width, indicating good mixing.
To quantify the mixing process, we define the standard
deviation
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u Wð
u
2
u1 
s¼t
IðyÞ  I dy
W
0

of the dye’s intensity. In the above, I is the average of the dye’s
intensity across the conduit’s width (W). When the two component liquids are well-separated, s will approach 1. For example,
when the dye occupies half of the conduit’s width at uniform
 When the two fluids are well mixed and the
intensity, s  0.71I.
dye intensity is nearly uniform across the conduit’s width, s / 0.
Fig. 5B depicts the normalized standard deviation s/I as a function of the axial distance along the stirrer’s length when the
Reynolds number (based on the conduit’s hydraulic diameter) is
5. Witness that s/I decreases rapidly and asymptotically
approaches the value of zero, confirming that the zigzag stirrer
provides effective mixing.

4. Reagents and protocols
In our experiments, we tested two different analytes: HIV antibodies and 305 bp DNA amplicon labeled with 50 -digoxigenin
and 50 -biotin. The HIV antibodies were spiked into saliva, and
the DNA fragments were suspended in water. The former was
used to demonstrate the ability of the cassette to detect the
presence of HIV antibodies in saliva. The latter enabled us to
carry out a dilution series to obtain quantitative performance
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 768–776 | 771
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#A7030). The immunolabeling buffer was a mixture LF buffer
with protein A–coated UCP (UCP–Protein A) reporter particles
for anti-HIV antibodies and mouse anti-dig antibodies-conjugated UCP reporter particles for haptenized DNA.
LF strips (OraSure Technologies, Inc., Bethlehem, PA) consist
of a 4 mm  20 mm nitrocellulose strip (SRHF04000, Millipore,
Billerica, MA) with a 4 mm  10 mm sample loading pad (glassfiber No. 33, Schleicher & Schuell) at the upstream end and
a 4 mm  20 mm absorbent waste pad (paper No. 470, Schleicher
& Schuell) on the downstream end. The HIV LF strip test-line
contains immobilized synthetic peptides to glycoproteins of the
HIV envelope and a control line of immobilized goat anti-human
IgG to verify the successful migration of the UCP-protein-A
labels up the strip. The DNA capture LF strips contained a test
line of avidin-D and a control line of goat anti-mouse IgG
antibody (see ESI, Fig. S5B†).
The DNA samples were produced by lysing B. cereus cells,
isolating the DNA with QIAGEN DNeasy Tissue Kit (QIAGEN Inc., Valencia, CA 91355), and using the eluted DNA as
the PCR template. The PCR reagents were 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH
9.0), 1.5–3.5 mM MgCl2, 200 mM dNTP, and 0.1 mg mL1 BSA.
The forward and reverse primers used at 0.3 mM were, respectively, 50 -biotin-TCT CGC TTC ACT ATT CCC AAG T-30 and
50 -digoxigenin-AAG GTT CAA AAG ATG GTA TTC AGG-30 .
The primers targeted a 305 bp specific gene fragment.1 The DNA
amplification was initiated with a denaturation step at 95  C for
120 s, followed by 25 amplification cycles (95  C, 20 s; 55  C, 30 s;
72  C, 23 s), and terminated with an extension step at 72  C for
another 120 s on a PCR thermocycler (Techne Incorporated,
Princeton, NJ). The haptenized DNA concentration of the initial
PCR products was determined using a NanoDrop ND-1000
spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE).
A UCP Reader (UPlink, Orasure Technologies, Inc., Bethlehem, PA) was used to read the DNA strips (see ESI, Fig. S5B†).
Fig. 5 A photograph of the zigzag mixer in the cassette combined with
images of the fluorescent intensities at the stirrer’s inlet (I) and exit (II) as
a function of the conduit’s width (A). The fluorescent images were
captured with a CCD camera. The Reynolds number of the flow (based
on the hydraulic diameter) is 5. (B) The standard deviation of the fluorescence intensity, normalized with the average intensity, is depicted as
a function of the conduit’s length.

data. In both cases, the protocol consisted of three consecutive
flow steps: (i) a 10 mL sample (saliva or PCR amplicons suspended in water) was mixed with a 40 mL LF buffer, then applied
to the lateral flow strip; (ii) after two minutes, 20 mL LF buffer
was blotted onto the sample pad to remove any unbound
analytes; and (iii) two minutes later, 80 mL LF buffer with 100 ng
UCP conjugate was transferred to the LF strip. Fifteen minutes
was allowed to complete the immunochromatography before
strips were removed and analyzed with a reader.
The OraQuick ADVANCE Rapid HIV-1/2 Antibody Test Kit
Control sera spiked into saliva generated the negative and low
positive HIV samples. The high HIV positive sample was
formulated by spiking serum from a Women’s Interagency HIV
Study (WIHS) subject with a high viral load into saliva.
The lateral flow buffer consisted of 100 mM Hepes (pH 7.2),
270 mM NaCl, 0.5% (v/v) Tween-20, and 1% (w/v) BSA (Sigma
772 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 768–776

5. Results and discussion
Cassette operation
The sample spiked with anti-HIV antibodies or haptenized DNA
was inserted into the metering chamber. Any excess sample was
discharged into the waste chamber located in the sealing film
(Fig. 1C). Next, the sealing film was peeled off. Then the flexible
cover film was affixed onto the double-sided tape to join the air
pouches with the storage chambers on the one hand and the
storage chambers with the lateral flow strip on the other hand.
Since the flexible cover film’s position was predetermined
through the attachment of its edge to the PC cassette, good
sealing and alignment were assured. Finally, the cassette was
inserted into the timer-based actuator for sample mixing and
reagent pumping. Once the cassette was inserted in the actuator,
the operation proceeded in a fully automated fashion.
Actuation mechanism of timer-based actuator
The cassette was actuated with the timer-actuator (having
a maximum time interval of 15 min and maximum displacement
angle of 308.55 ). To realize mixing, two protruding bars of the
actuating disc pressed the two balls that, in turn, compressed
the air pouches of the sample chamber and buffer chamber to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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simultaneously discharge the sample and buffer into the zigzag
channel for online mixing. The displacement angles of the other
two balls were 41.14 each, corresponding to time intervals of
2 min (ESI, Fig. S3†).
The operation of the actuator is illustrated in Fig. 4 (see also
ESI, Fig. S4†). At the beginning of the operation, the protrusions
were displaced away from the actuating balls (ESI, Fig. S4A†).
The timer rotated the actuating disk counter-clockwise and
brought the two protrusions into contact with the two balls that
actuated, respectively, the air pouch associated with the metering
chamber and the air pouch associated with the lateral flow buffer
chamber (ESI, Fig. S4B†). The sample was mixed with the lateral
flow buffer in the zigzag channel and pumped into the strip’s
chamber. Two minutes later, the actuating protrusion moved on
top of the ball that actuated the air pouch associated with the
wash buffer chamber, and pressed it down. As a result, the wash
LF buffer was discharged into the strip’s chamber. Two minutes
later, the actuating protrusion pressed the last ball that actuated
the air pouch associated with the UCP storage buffer chamber,
and the UCP suspension was discharged into the strip’s chamber.
Here, our timer-based actuator had two major functions: one
was to automate the timing and the other was to actuate the air
pouches to pump the sample and reagents into the strip chamber.
A movie illustrating the cassette’s operation is available as ESI.†

Dead volumes
To estimate the dead volumes, we weighed cassettes filled with
one reagent at a time (without a lateral flow strip) and empty
cassettes (after the removal of the lateral flow strip). The lost
volumes of the saliva sample–buffer mixture, wash buffer, and
UCP–conjugate buffer were, respectively, smaller than 4.7%,
2.0% and 2.7%. Not surprisingly, due to the long zigzag mixing
channel, the sample–buffer mixture had the largest dead volume.

HIV immunoassay
Fig. 6 depicts a representative result of the HIV antibody
detection test. The lateral flow strip includes a test line consisting
of HIV-specific antigens and a control line functionalized with
anti-human IgG to bind protein A functionalized to the UCP
labels (see ESI, Fig. S5A†). Three groups of samples: negative,
low positive, and high positive HIV sera in saliva were tested.
After incubation, the LF strip was removed from the cassette and
then inserted into a standard Packard Reader. (In the future,
a much smaller reader will be integrated with the actuator.)
Fig. 6B depicts the fluorescence intensity of the negative, low
positive, and high positive HIV samples in relative fluorescent
units (RFU) as a function of the position along the strip. The
areas under the peaks are proportional to the amount of target
analyte(s). The negative signal yielded no test peak and a large
control peak. The low positive sample yielded moderate height
test and control peaks. The high positive sample yielded a high
test peak and a low control peak. The tests were repeated
numerous times with similar results.
Fig. 7 depicts the ratio (T/C) of the areas of the test (T) and the
control (C) signals. As the HIV antibodies concentration
increased, so did the T/C ratio. Each bar represents the average
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

Fig. 6 (A) The lateral flow strip consists of a sample pad, a nitrocellulose
membrane, and an adsorbent pad. The nitrocellulose strip is equipped
with a test line and a control line. (B) Emission profiles (scan results) of
negative, low positive, and high positive HIV samples. The signals (in
relative fluorescent units) are depicted as functions of position along the
strip.

Fig. 7 The ratio of the test and the control signals for the HIV test using
negative, low positive, and high positive samples. The signals correspond
to the areas under the peaks. The error bars correspond to the scatter of
the data obtained with three cassettes.

Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 768–776 | 773
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of measurements with three different cassettes. The range of the
data is indicated with the error bars.
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Labeled 305 bp DNA
Since quantitative information on the concentrations of the
HIV antibodies in the HIV samples is not available, to obtain
quantitative data, we constructed a target analyte consisting of
haptenized DNA molecules functionalized with biotin and
digoxigenin (Dig). The sole role of the DNA is to serve as a linker
between digoxigenin and biotin. The lateral flow strip contained
a test line of avidin-D and a control line of goat anti-mouse IgG
antibody (ESI, Fig. S5B†). Test samples contained 0, 0.01 ng,
0.1 ng, 1 ng, and 10 ng of a digoxigenin and biotin-labeled 305 bp
B. cereus DNA amplicon in 10 ml of water. Fig. 8 depicts
a representative example of the test and control peaks for the
sample containing 1 ng of DNA. Fig. 9 depicts the areas of the
Fig. 10 The ratio of the test and the control signal areas of the haptenized PCR amplification as a function of DNA concentration. The error
bars represent the scatter of data obtained with three cassettes.

Fig. 8 Emission profile (scan result) of 1 ng haptenized DNA sample.
The scan signal is depicted as a function of position along the strip.

test (diamonds) and control (triangles) peaks as functions of the
DNA mass (ng). As the DNA concentration increased, the area
of the test peak increased and the area of the control peak
decreased. Fig. 10 depicts the ratio of the test and control peak’s
areas (T/C) (after subtracting the ratio for the negative sample)
as a function of the DNA concentration. The relative ratio of the
control and test signals correlates well with the curve (ax)a (solid
line). In the above, a ¼ 1.05 ng1, a 0.97, and x is the DNA
mass in ng. Each data point is the average of experiments carried
out with three different cassettes. The scatter (range) of the data
is represented with the error bars. The signal/noise ratio of the
test peak of the DNA at 0.01 ng was above 10 (not shown).
Unfortunately, negative tests occasionally produced a similar
signal level as the 0.01 ng samples. We speculate that the
immobilization of the proteins to form the test region may have
modified slightly the properties of the lateral flow strip, causing
nonspecific trapping of label particles and leading to a small
peak. Based on a limited number of experiments, we tentatively
conclude that the system is capable of reliably detecting less than
0.1 ng (0.5 fmol) of target analyte.

6. Conclusions and outlook

Fig. 9 The test (T, solid diamonds) and control (C, solid triangles)
signals’ areas are depicted as a function of the DNA concentration (ng).
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An easy-to-use, self-contained, inexpensive, disposable immunoassay cassette was developed and successfully tested. The
cassette integrates reagent storage, sample metering, mixing,
pumping, and a lateral flow immunochromatography strip. A
novel method was introduced to facilitate simple interconnecting
of the storage chambers with the upstream air pouches and the
downstream processing. In contrast to other currently available
tests, the system operates in an automatic fashion and does not
require trained personnel. Although the device described herein
operated with a lateral flow strip as the ligand immobilization
matrix, with modifications, the cassette can accommodate other
biofunctionalized immobilization substrates such as beads and
patterned plastics. UCP was used in this study as the reporter.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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The cassette can employ, however, other labels such as gold
particles, quantum dots, and fluorophores. Furthermore, other
detection modalities such as electrochemical detection could be
used as well.
The blending of the sample and buffer was accomplished with
a zigzag stirrer, which provided adequate performance. Other
passive stirrer geometries can be implemented as well. In fact, we
constructed three-dimensional, bend-based stirrers of the type
analyzed in Yi and Bau,56 but we do not report their performance
characteristics here.
A hand-held timer-based actuator was designed and fabricated
to automate the actuation of the air pouches and to facilitate
timely pumping of the sample and the stored reagents in a predetermined sequence such as dictated by consecutive flow,
immunoassay protocol. Although not implemented here, if
desired, the timer-actuator can be integrated into the cassette to
form a disposable, single-use system. The timer-actuator could
be replaced with a stepping motor for applications that require
a larger number of and more complicated processing steps than
the ones required for the present application. Furthermore, in the
future, a miniature laser diode/photo diode reader will be integrated with the actuator to form a fully integrated hand-held
device.
The device’s performance was demonstrated with the detection
of host antibodies to the HIV virus and the detection of haptenized DNA fragments of B. cereus. With appropriate immobilized ligands, the device can be used for the detection of a variety
of other samples derived from body fluids, water, and food. Due
to its simplicity and projected low cost, the device is particularly
suitable for resource-poor regions.
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